Music History and Literature

I. **Score identification (40 points total):** Please select two score excerpts (20 points each) from among the attached eight choices. Please identify the stylistic era, the composer, and the genre. Then, justify each of your answers in a paragraph (one paragraph per answer). Please note: if the piece is not identified correctly, you can still receive full credit for your justification if it represents correct information (for example, if you mis-identify the composer, but correctly point out details about the time period, form, etc. in justifying your answer, you will still receive credit for the justification).

II. **Broad essay questions (60 points):** Please choose two prompts from the following four options. Write an essay responding to each prompt (30 points for each essay). Please draw on all your knowledge, both of the repertoire from the repertoire list and from any additional knowledge of your own instrument/voice. Essays will be graded based on accuracy, detail, and breadth of knowledge; they will not be graded rigorously in terms of grammar or writing style.

**Please choose two:**
1. Discuss how Nationalism affected musical style and reception in the nineteenth century.
2. Choose two different historical periods and discuss prevailing ideas about the relationship between words and music in each era.
3. Discuss instrumental music between c. 1475 and 1650, including categories, genres, and aesthetic qualities.
4. Compare and contrast Expressionism and Impressionism.
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Un gio... di ce-sti?

Sì, o signor..."
Molto Allegro.

Flauto.
Oboi.
Fagotti.
Corni in C.
Trombe in C.
Timpani in C.G.
Violino I.
Violino II.
Viola.
Violoncello e Basso.
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